MEMORABLE 2017 PICHI RICHI MARATHON

by Ian Hill

This year’s Pichi Richi Marathon was memorable for the remarkable achievements of both winners,
Mandy Towler and John Csongei. Towler became the first Australian to win the same marathon ten
times and Csongei smashed the 30 year-old course record by nearly three minutes with an
impressive display of powerful running over the tough second half.
The Port Augusta to Quorn event in South Australia is one of only ten regional marathons across
Australia to have been held for more than thirty years. These survivors from the 1980s or earlier
have several things in common; small fields, relatively slow course records, a variety of associated
events attracting strong community support and an enthusiastic organising committee.
All these marathons can claim something which sets it apart from the others; Traralgon is the oldest,
having celebrated its 50th event this year (see story in June-July issue) and it is also the only
marathon to boast a world-class course record when Derek Clayton ran 2:13:39 there in 1970.
Townsville, the second oldest at 45 years, has lured near-elite runners to set new records in recent
years by offering substantial prize money. Ulverstone, third oldest, is a professional marathon where
competitors are handicapped by time and for much of its history Alice Springs was the only
marathon available in its state/territory. Macleay River is organised by a triathlon club.
As alternative events Bunbury offers a 50km ultra-marathon and Toowoomba a three-quarter
marathon. Wagga Wagga is run entirely on trails. The date of Portland’s Three Bays Marathon is
determined by another sporting event (The Melbourne Cup) and although it has always had the
same circular course, in 2005 it was run in the opposite direction for the only time, sending runners
downhill on the famous “shuffler”.
All these marathons start and finish in nearly the same place. The Pichi Richi Marathon is the only
event which has a point to point course and is the only one with a non-trivial net elevation
difference – and what a difference it is! In Port Augusta the course is only three metres above sea
level and by the 35km mark it rises to 423 metres before competitors can enjoy a long and gentle
decline to 295 metres at Quorn. The word enjoy ought to be in quotes because the art of running
Pichi Richi is to reach the highest point with enough in reserve to coast home – easier said than
done. The hills are not steep – they just occur at the wrong places along the course.
Not surprisingly, before this year’s event both course records have been more than ten minutes
slower than the others which are all under 2:30 and 3:02 for men and women respectively. The
records for Pichi Richi stood at 2:38:59 set by Ian Hill in 1987 and 3:13:16 by Nicole Butterfield in
2011. In the first few years several male sub-2:30 runners ran the marathon but none could break
2:40. The consensus amongst them was that 2:35 was possible given ideal conditions. The course has
an inbuilt slowdown factor of five minutes over the hilly second half despite the potentially fast run
into Quorn and the halfway point at Saltia would need to be reached in 1:15 in order to achieve this.
John Csongei at age 39 years had a different approach. Blissfully unaware of the consensus which
was happening when he was at primary school, Csongei simply decided that even splits were the
way to go and he backed himself to do just that. Living in the Mt Lofty Ranges in southern Adelaide
he has no choice but to train on hills every day and train he did, averaging 170km a week all this year
and sometimes topping 200km. After struggling with plantar fasciitis last year during which he
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stopped running for six months, John was able to resume training nine months before the Pichi Richi
Marathon and for good measure ran the Canberra Marathon in April to place fifth in 2:34:29, just
one second shy of his PB at Gold Coast in 2014. After that he set his sights firmly on the Pichi Richi
course record, using visualisation techniques which included posting on his Strava page a picture of
the marathon winner’s board in the clubrooms at the finish.
Mandy Towler had a different reason for turning up – she simply loves the event and has run it every
year since 2004 apart from 2007 when she decided to do the Gold Coast Marathon instead. She says
“that tough hilly section is so challenging and then the long downhill to the finish can be exhilarating
if you still have the energy to run it well”.
Mandy’s record is impressive – ten wins and three second placings from thirteen starts. She has
done the hat-trick of wins (or better) three times; in 2004-06, 2008-10 and 2014-17. In between she
did a different sort of hat-trick – three consecutive runner-up performances which included a sixsecond loss to Ally Benbow in 2012. That was the closest race in the history of the event, with three
women in contention at halfway where Towler led eventual third placed Kate Savage by 20 seconds,
with Benbow a further 20 seconds behind. Benbow slowly bridged the gap over the second half,
passing Savage around 30km and pouncing on Towler only in the finish chute. Mandy says “I was so
stunned I didn’t react”!
After this year’s event Mandy said “that was my tenth win” and a little research at the Association of
Road Racing Statisticians website revealed that she joined an elite group of sixteen women worldwide who have won the same marathon ten or more times. If she had managed to hold off Ally
Benbow in 2012 Mandy would now be in the top six which is led by Kate Jenkins of Scotland and
Nathalie Vasseur of France with fourteen wins each. Three other women have won twelve or
thirteen times, one of whom appears in the list twice – for different events!
Mandy’s closest win was in 2014 when she beat Courtney Barry by only 98 seconds and three of her
other victories were by less than ten minutes which is not a lot on this course if one hits the wall
before the top of the hill! Her biggest winning margin was in 2010 when she finished just short of an
hour ahead of Bell Chamberlain. Two of her other wins were significant in that she defeated the
current course record holder Nicole Butterfield in 2006 and 2009. Twice Mandy held the record
herself – in 2006 when she broke Helen O’Connor’s long standing mark of 3:23:58 set in 1985 by just
19 seconds and in 2009 when she improved her own time by more than four minutes.
Mandy Towler has now run 47 marathons including 35 in South Australia, 10 interstate and the
Tokyo Marathon twice. She has also won the Barossa Marathon twice. Her PB is 3:11:12 at Adelaide
in 2006, which she rates as one of her favourites because apart from it being her fastest time, she
enjoyed the company of her brother Shaun Hughes and training partners Paul Greenwood and Chris
Taylor. In 2008 Shaun entered her in the Tokyo marathon without her knowledge and her family
enjoyed the holiday so much they went there again in 2010!
John Csongei had also run the Pichi Richi Marathon before, four times in fact with a previous best
performance in 2013 when he won in 2:51:46 which was the fastest time since 1995. Having the best
time for nearly twenty years was only a consolation prize however and he decided that one day he
would give it a serious go!
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When it became known around Adelaide that Csongei was planning to break the course record all
the talk was that he couldn’t do it – his PB wasn’t fast enough and he was training too much. If the
reports of regular 200km weeks were true then it seemed possible that he would wear himself out.
However his peers today would not be aware that this sort of mileage was common in the 1980s
when everyone who was serious about their time followed Robert de Castella’s training schedule.
There’s a reason why 90% of the male course records for these country marathons set in that era
were still current prior to this year’s event.
The field for the 2017 Pichi Richi Marathon was only half the size of previous years and when the
event got under way Csongei took off like a startled gazelle and put in a hundred metre gap before
reaching the main road. He ran the first kilometre at 2:17 marathon pace but then steadied at 3:35
per km until reaching 10km in the town of Stirling North where he prepared for the long haul to the
first of the hills in the Flinders Ranges. This is arguably the hardest part of the marathon mentally
with eight kilometres of virtually dead straight road and a continual gradient of 1-2% which might
not seem much but it is always there. In his Strava report Csongei called it a “false flat uphill” and he
maintained a consistent 3:45 pace until the first and steepest of the hills at 17.5 km.
The eighteenth kilometre took Csongei just under four minutes and this was followed by 3:53, 3:49
and 3:38 kms to reach half way in 1:17:50. At this point he was already ninety seconds behind the
1987 course record pace and it would require a massive effort to make up ground over the hilly next
15 km. However John had the advantage of not knowing any of this and he stuck to his own plan and
averaged 3:48 per km until he reached 30km in 1:51:53, by then only thirty seconds behind record
pace. He had the momentum going with him and he continued pushing the tough 30-35km section
in 3:48s. According to Strava’s Grade Adjusted Pace he was putting in a 2:27 marathon effort and by
the top of the hill he had overturned the course record deficit to establish a minute’s lead.
Not content with that Csongei ran the next five km at a real 2:25 marathon pace before easing up
slightly and coasting home at 3:40 per km. His officially recorded time was rounded up to 2:36:23
while John himself recorded 2:36:14. Using his own data, the second half took him 1:18:24, just 34
seconds slower than the first half. He ended up breaking the record by two minutes and thirty-six
seconds officially, a record which had been set with a six minute slower second half.
John Csongei rewrote the text book on how to run this course properly! When the elevation profile
is examined on paper, it is not so scary. The half way point at Saltia is 190m and the top of the hill
near 35km is 423m. Given the first 10km is virtually flat, it is simply a matter of running the next 25
km consistently and taking advantage of the undulations for some leg muscle relief. Even or negative
splits are possible on this course!
Congratulations to John Csongei and Mandy Towler on their respective achievements. John plans to
run the Melbourne Marathon next year with the aim of breaking 2:30 but a time of 2:25 beckons
given this performance. He ran within two minutes of his PB which is now due for a large revision.
Meanwhile at age 50 and not slowing down at all Mandy still has many years of running the Pichi
Richi Marathon ahead of her and a realistic chance of reaching a world record breaking 15 wins. At
the presentation ceremony the organisers, Rotary, announced that they see this marathon festival
as a major event on the community calendar, thereby guaranteeing its continued staging.
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INTERVIEW WITH MANDY TOWLER
How long have you been running?
I did a bit of running before having children but returned to it when the girls were quite young and
they are adults now so that makes it around 17 years. When they were small I would sneak quietly
out of the house and run while the family was all still asleep. I like running in the mornings when the
streets are dark and empty. We have had a series of German Shorthaired Pointers and they are very
good running companions so I’d usually have a dog or two with me and never felt worried about the
dark. I love the simplicity of running – just out the door and off you go!
What made you decide to run your first marathon?
My brother Shaun Hughes who was living in Japan at the time mentioned he was going to run a
marathon and it caught my attention. I’d done the City to Bay and I thought that I might be able to
do a marathon if I trained a little more. My husband Phil suggested I should join a running club and
learn from more experienced runners so I joined the SA Road Runners. The Sunday runs were the
backbone of my training and for my first marathon in 2001 I ran with John Bennett who took a group
of first timers under his wing.
What sport did you do before running (if any)?
I had horses and used to play tennis as a teenager. I didn’t really see myself as an athlete at all.
How many kms a week do you train and do you train with a group or by yourself?
Over the years it has varied a lot. Some years I’ve run up to 100km a week for a 3 or 4 weeks in the
lead up to a marathon but since taking up triathlon in 2011 my weekly run distances have only
peaked around 70-80km. I used to do all my training during the week on my own and then run with
the Sunday Stayers on the weekend for the long run. My friends Paul, Mark and Chris have been long
time training partners and we’ve done some great running together. Shaun and I have had lots of
running adventures and have done a lot of training together over the years. Now my daughter Lily is
involved both with triathlon and running so we do a lot of training and racing together.
What is a typical week?
I try to do a speedwork session during the week, a midweek run of longer length and then the
Sunday long run. I think the long run is the backbone of the marathon training and the most
important session. Training for triathlon at the same time means you need to be really flexible to get
all the training to fit.
Have you run a marathon overseas? If not, do you have an ambition to do one?
With my brother living in Japan I’ve run Tokyo marathon in 2008 and again in 2010. The first time he
entered me without letting me know and I received this confirmation from the race organisers which
was a bit of a surprise! It was a fantastic event and a great family holiday.
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You have run the Rottnest Island Marathon twice. You must have enjoyed it.
I loved Rottnest Island marathon and would happily do it again. It is four laps but because the island
has no vehicles the roads are reserved for the runners and any supporters on bikes. The scenery on
the island changes a lot through the course and it is spectacular. You run back through the village on
each lap and get lots of support from everyone staying on the island. If you are running the
marathon you need to stay on the island overnight as the first ferry over isn’t early enough. It makes
for a great atmosphere with everyone arriving at the start on bikes or walking from nearby cottages.
The marathon is during whale season and it’s a common sight to see whales close to the island.
Your times are remarkably consistent. Have you ever come close to dropping out of a marathon?
I’d like to think that I can finish every marathon that I start but I don’t think you can know what lays
ahead so I won’t say anything that might jinx me! I guess I’m not too fussed about what time I run so
I won’t pull out if it’s looking like a slow day. I’m answering this after today’s Adelaide marathon –
which was my 16th – and it was a tough day! One thing about the marathon is that sometimes things
get better as you keep going. I’ve had more than one race, today included where things weren’t
great at some point but often improved a bit or sometimes a lot and I’m always glad to have kept
going and finished.
Do you have a favourite marathon performance (or two)?
Tokyo was a great experience both times and it was also a great family holiday.
My fastest run at Adelaide in 2006 was special not necessarily because of the time (3:11) but
because I ran with my brother and friends Paul and Chris. We’d done all of our long runs together
and we stayed pretty much together for the whole race finishing all together. They have all gone on
to run much faster but I was lucky to have their company that year.
Do you have any further goals with the marathon and any thoughts of moving up to the ultra (if
not already there)?
I haven’t done an ultra but will be doing the Yurrebilla this year so we’ll see how that goes! I’ve done
6 Ironman triathlons and been lucky enough to qualify to race in Kona twice so that has kept me
pretty busy on the long distance side of things.
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JOHN CSONGEI - PROFILE
John went to Norwood Morialta High School in Adelaide’s eastern suburbs where he did rowing for
three years. This required some distance running for fitness and he also competed at school sports
day in distance running events. In his final year of rowing they won the schoolboy first IV state
championship.
In year 11 John was one of 20 selected by the AIS talent identification track cycling program in which
5000 students were tested on the beep test and vertical jump. The funding for that finished after
one year and despite riding more than 500km a week during most of his school holidays the local
cycling juniors were very strong and a lack of success caused him to switch to the triathlon where he
won a junior sprint distance state championship.
John chose to stick with the triathlon as he enjoyed the running aspect of it. After 10 years of
triathlon his most notable achievement was winning the 2003 National Olympic Distance triathlon
championship in the male 20-24 category in Mooloolaba QLD. He won his category in other national
series age group races that season as well and therefore the next logical step was to race in the
professional category the following season, for which he had qualified.
However John wasn't fast enough in the swim to be competitive and being an Olympic year there
were very strong fields. His first race at Noosa included Hamish Carter and Bevan Docherty, both of
New Zealand, who proceeded to win gold and silver medals respectively at the Athens Olympic
Triathlon six months later. He returned to age group triathlon the following season and also
completed a few marathons.
After the birth of the first of his two sons in 2007 John had a break from intensive training and
competition as his parental responsibilities prevented him from training properly for the triathlon.
However he could still train for running and he resumed competition in late 2012 with a focus on
marathons. In July 2014 he ran 2:34:28 at the Gold Coast Marathon which remains his PB.
He stopped running for six months in 2016 because of plantar fasciitis but leading up to the Pichi
Richi marathon record he had been training consistently for nine months.
John has a special affinity with the section of the Pichi Richi marathon course from Woolshed Flat
which is located at about the 26 km mark because his mother lives in Quorn and sometimes assists
him with his training by dropping him off there for a tempo run. He is clearly very familiar with that
part of the marathon.
John works from home as a principal of a financial planning business and his main hobby away from
running is operating a room with over 30 aquariums of tropical fish.
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PHOTOGRAPHS
All notes below are for information only and not intended to be part of the article.

Above
John Csongei is running along the causeway in Port Augusta just after the 5km mark. This is the
lowest point of the course at 3 metres above sea level.

Below
John Csongei reaches the highest part of the course, elevation 423m, near the 35km mark.

Both photos supplied by John Csongei.
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This photo was taken by Rob Robinson who had finished the marathon about thirty minutes earlier.
New course record holder John Csongei is with the former record holder who had only just finished
the marathon, about 78 minutes after John.
(Note: I ran the marathon because it was the 30th anniversary of my record set in 1987. At the time I
entered I had no idea John would be making an attempt! – Ian)

Photos supplied by Mandy Towler
Below are two photos of Mandy Towler taken at the 2016 Pichi Richi Marathon, which she won in
3:23:39. With her is her brother Shaun Hughes who finished in 3:29:07.
Mandy will look for other photos and the organisers, Rotary will have some taken at this year’s
presentations.
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